An ovoid is an orthogonal vector space V of type .Q + (2n, q) is a set 0 of q-1 + 1 pairwise non-orthogonal singular points (one-spaces). Every maximal singular subspace of V will contain a unique point of 0, so it is extremal. Ovoids have connections to coding theory, and translation planes (cf. Kantor [2] ). There are no known examples for n 2 5 and there is evidence that they will not exist (see Kantor [2], Shult [6] , and Thas [7] ). Examples for n = 4 are rare, though Kantor has constructed several families for certain prime powers q, Conway, Kleidman, and Parker [l] have established existence for all primes q, and Shult [S] has given an interesting example for q = 7. When I? = 3, ovoids are equivalent to affine translation planes, via the Klein correspondence as described by Mason and Shult 1143.
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In this note we explicitly construct an ovoid in Sz + (8, 5) . We determine its full stabilizer, Z; and show it contains the symmetric group on ten letters, S,,. Additionally, we will compute the orbits of the stabilizer on all the other singular points of V. This will enable us to construct three ovoids in 52+ (6, 5) , and hence three afline translation planes. It will be shown that these planes are non-Desarguesian. One of the planes is the Hering plane of order 25 admitting S&(9).
THE CONSTRUCTION
Let ,Z z S,,, the symmetric group on ten letters, and x1, . . . . xl0 be a base for a ten-dimensional space over K= GF (5) , the Galois field with live elements. Set X= (x1 ,..., xlO). C acts on X as permutation transformations.
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Define Q: X-+K by Q(c;" c(~x~)=C~~C(~. Then X, together with Q, becomes an orthogonal space Sz + ( 10,5). (That (1, Q) has maximal index follows from the fact that -1 is a square in K and hence 0 is represented non-trivially by the quadratic form Y2 + Z'). Note that the action of ,E preserves Q. As usual we let 1 denote orthogonality. Set x = C!" i xi. Then clearly x is a singular vector fixed by ,E. Set V=x'/(x).
Ifwe define Q': V-+Kby Q'(V+ (x))=Q(V).
Since amaxima1 singular subspace containing x will map onto a singular four space of V, ( V, Q') has index four and hence is of type Sz + (8, 5) . Also since C fixes (x), we may define an action of C on V which preserves Q'. Now, let 52= (1, 2, . . . . lo>, and if x ssZ, set x, =Citz xi. Let o={(u,,X)/(X):CIE52,lcrl=5}. Therefore the number of two subspaces, (u,, x), c1 E n{'), is one-half the number of five subsets of g, and the cardinality of 0 is 126 as asserted. Finally, suppose (v,,x)#(u~,x).
Then a#/?, and ccn/l#@. Thus lolnflIE{1,2,3,4}. However, if ( , ) denotes the inner product on X and ( , )' that on V, then (v,+ (x), va+ (x))'=(u,, 08)= Ian/3 #O in K, and hence the points of 0 are pairwise non-perpendicular and 0 is an ovoid. If G = GO(V), the isometry group of (V, Q'), then C is maximal among subgroups of G generated by reflections (see Kleidman [3] ). Consequently the full stabilizer in G of 0, Go is Z(G) x 2 = ( -1) x C (and if we pass to PGO( V), the automorphism group of (S, I), where S is the set of singular points of V, then the full stabilizer of 0 is CE Slo).
CLASSES OF SINGULAR POINTS UNDER '82
In this section we determine the orbits of Go (equivalently C) on the singular points of V. First note that there are (54 -1)(53 + 1)/(5 -1) = 156 126 singular points.
Of course, 0 is one such orbit, accounting for 126 singular points. If n, /I, . . . E K and m, n, . . . are postive integers, then P/P... will denote a vector in X which has m coordinates with respect to {x,, . . . . x,,,} equal to ~1, n coordinates equal to /?, etc. Call a non-zero vector type 1 if it belongs to (0212223242), type 2 if it belongs to (0413223) and type 3 if it belongs to (061234). Note all vectors of type i (TV (1, 2, 3) ) are singular and perpendicular to X. Also, if V is a vector of type i, then every vector (0, x) -(x) is of type i. Consequently, if ui, u2 are vectors of type i #j respectively, then ( u1 , x)/(x) # ( u2, x)/(x), i.e., the images of (ui) and (uz) in V are distinct. Nowwehaveaccountedfor126+126~45+126~100+126~10=126.156 singular points of V and hence all of them.
THREE NON-DESARQUESIAN TRANSLATION PLANES
In general, if 0 is an ovoid in D +(8, q), and u a singular point, v 4 0, then {pEO[ugq+} is an ovoid of the space W=p+/u which is an orthogonal space 52+(6, q) (cf. Mason and Shult [4] ). Let (u) be a singular point of V, (u)$O and set W= (u)'/(u). Now the Klein correspondence (see Mason and Shult [4] ) sets up a bijection between the projective lines in PG (3, q) and singular points in 52+(6, q). Moreover, two singular points are perpendicular if, and only if, the corresponding lines meet. Thus, each ovoid in Sz + (6, q) corresponds to a spread of PG( 3, q), and hence an affine translation plane. When the spread is the Desarguesian spread (i.e., arising from AG(2, q2)), the corresponding ovoid in 52+(6, q) spans a four space (of type Q- (4,4) ). Now let us return to the special case of q = 5. In the previous section we showed that ,E has three orbits on singular points of V outside 0, with representatives (02122*e24*, x)/(x), (04132'e, x), and (061234, x)/(x). We now take these representatives, (x), and find 0 r'l ul. We will explicitly exhibit five independent vectors in 0 n v', and thus show that the corresponding translation planes are non-Desarguesian.
Let aO, c(~, . . . . ~1~ be a 2'-partition of 0, and set v = CJ'=, ia, (v is a vector of type 1). Also, let v denote the image of this vector in V. Let !x E 52"' so that cc~~l~# @ for 06i64.
Then X,= (x,, x)/(x) ~0n v'. Note, if fl=sZ--cc, then also /?n a,# 0 for O< i<4. This accounts for 2'/2= 16 points in OEV'. Next, let ~~01~1 be a union of two of a,, c(r, . . . . a4, say y=a, ua,. Then there is a unique k so 2i + 2j+ k = 0 in K and k # i, j. Thus there are two five subsets u 2 y so that X, E 0 n VI. Once again, if c( is such a five subset, then so is !S -c(. This now accounts for (2). 2/2 = 10 points in 0 n v' and hence we have accounted for the entire 26 points in Note that the group Z:/Z,/Z, has two orbits on these 26 points, namely the set of 16 and the set of 10 (and these are orbits of this group on the line at infinity for the corresponding translation plane). When we pass to Aut (GH(4, 5) ), the group becomes (Z, * Q, * D,)\Z, .Z, and the intersection with GL(4, 5) is z,= (Z, * Qs * D,)\D,, (non-split). This is clear by examining the subgroups of GL (4, 5) and the homomorphism of GL(4,5) onto SO + (6, 5) . Note, no proper subgroup of GL(4,5) whose order is divisible by 13 contains C,, consequently 2, must be the full automorphism group of the plane.
Let us now consider the planes arising from vectors of type 2. Let a,, c1,, c1*, a3 be a 4, 3, 2, 1 pattern of Sz, and set v = 2: iai. Now let tx be Suppose Cz aizie (v, x). Now every non-zero vector in (v, x) is a linear combination of x,~, x,,, xor2, x,, with distinct coefficients. Thus let 2; zlizi = c; EiX,,. Since the coefficients of x7 and xg in C: 6(zi are zero, &I = E* = 0. Thus C: aizj = 0. However, by a simple matrix calculation it is clear to see that zr, . . . . z5 are independent in X. Therefore, the corresponding plane in this case is non-Desarquesian.
As in the previous case we can determine the automorphism group of the plane which turns out to be a solvable group (2, * Z, * Qs)\(Z, x Z,) .Zz.
Finally, consider the planes arising from vectors of type 3. Let ao, a1, az, a4 be a 6,14 partition of Sz, v=C:=, ia,. First let aEa6'). Then X, E 0 n v' and this accounts for six points. Next, let p E aj3}. There are two pairs y in Sz -a0 so that if b u y = a then x, E 0 n VI. These a come in complementary pairs. This accounts for (f) .2/2 = 20 points, and hence all the remaining elements of 0 n v'. Set a0 = { 1, 2, . . . . 6}, a1 = {7}, aa = {8}, a3 = {9}, a4 = {lo}, and let z, = 1111100000 z2= 1111010000 413= 1110110000 z4= 1101110000 z5= 1011110000.
Suppose C: diz, E (v, x). Every non-zero vector in (v, x) is a linear combination of xX0, x,,, xa2, xzj, xX4 with distinct coefficients. Since the coefficients of x6, . . . . x,~ in C: 6,zj are 0, we conclude that Ci 6,zi=0.
However, it is clear that zl, . . . . z5 are linearly independent in X, and so once again the corresponding plane is non-Desarguesian. By the subgroups of GL (4, 5) it follows that the automorphism group of this plane is 2, * SL(2,9), and hence by a result of M. Walker [S] this is the plane discovered by Christoph Hering.
